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Course Description 
This  course  will  focus  on:    
(a)  Introduction  to  Evolutionary  Algorithms  (EAs),    
(b)  Key  theorems  on  global  optimization  and  mathematical  foundations  of  EAs,  
(c)  Competitive  EAs  (Genetic  Algorithms,  Differential  Evolution),    
(d)  Cooperative  EAs  (Particle  Swarm,  Ant  Colony  Optimizer), 
(e)  Numerical  recipes  and  rules-of-thumb,   
(f)  Applications  to  electromagnetics  (antenna  synthesis,  inversion  problems,  microwave  
circuit  synthesis,  etc..)     
 
The  course  is  dedicated to Researchers , Scientists, and Engineers  who  are willing  to  
learn  about  the  basics  of  global  optimizers  based on  EAs,  how they  work,  why  they  
work,  and  a  review  of  EAs’  application  to  electromagnetics  with  a  main  emphasis  on  
antenna  synthesis  and  inversion  problems. 
 
Background  Knowledge:    
Basics  of  Mathematical  Analysis,  Electromagnetics,  and  Antenna  Theory    
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